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1. Introduction

For an oriented integral homology 3-sphere 2, A. Casson has introduced an
integer invariant A(2) that is defined by using the space £%(2) of conjugacy classes
of irreducible representations of ^ ( 2 ) into SU(2) (see [1]). This invariant A(2)
can be computed from a surgery or Heegard description of 2 and satisfies
A(2) = JU(2) (mod 2), where /i(2) is the Kervaire-Milnor-Rochlin invariant of 2.
This powerful new invariant was used to settle an outstanding problem in
3-manifold topology; namely, showing that if 2 is a homotopy 3-sphere, then
ju(2) = O. C. Taubes [17], utilizing gauge-theoretic considerations, has reinter-
preted Casson's invariant in terms of flat connections. Refining this approach, A.
Floer [13] has recently defined another invariant of 2 , its 'instanton homology',
which takes the form of an abelian group /*(2) with a natural Z8-grading that is
an enhancement of A(2) in that

7,(2).
«=o

The definition of these instanton groups makes essential use of gauge theory on
three- and four-manifolds and so it appears that they are generally difficult to
compute. However, we shall show in this paper that when 2 is Seifert fibred our
techniques in [10] can be adapted to compute these instanton homology groups.

In § 2 we give a method for computing all the conjugacy classes of repre-
sentations of the fundamental group of a Seifert fibred homology sphere 2 into
SU(2). In the special case that 2 has three exceptional orbits (that is, 2 is a
Brieskorn sphere) then £%(2) consists of a finite number of points. In general, if 2
has n exceptional orbits (n ^ 3) then the components of S%(2) are even-
dimensional manifolds with top dimension 2n — 6.

Briefly, instanton homology is defined as follows. (We refer the reader to two
excellent expository papers [2] and [9] concerning these invariants and how they
relate to recent invariants of Donaldson for 4-manifolds.) Let S^ be the Banach
manifold of L^-gauge equivalence classes of L?-SU(2) connections over 2. Then we
may view £%(2) as contained in 582. If all non-trivial representations of ^ ( 2 ) into
SU(2) are non-degenerate, i.e. if //1(2, ad(a)) = 0 (see § 2), then the instanton
homology of 2 is obtained by using the chain complex i?*(2) freely generated by
the non-trivial representations in £%(2). For such a non-degenerate a e £%(2), its
grading in i?*(2) is defined to be the spectral flow SF(0, a) of the operator +da

where a runs along any path of connections from the trivial SU(2) connection 6 to
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the flat connection aa induced by a and where da is the covariant derivative
determined by the connection a. The spectral flow is defined to be the net change
in the number of eigenvalues from negative to positive as a moves along the path
(cf. [5, § 7] or [13, § 2b]). This number is well-defined (mod 8) in ^; so the chain
complex i?*(2) is graded by Z8.

The differential of this chain complex is defined using instanton moduli spaces
over 2 x U; however, this will not concern us since one of the key results of this
paper is that for a non-degenerate irreducible representation a e £%(2), the
spectral flow SF(0, a) is even. Thus when all non-trivial representations of a
Seifert fibred homology sphere are non-degenerate, the instanton homology
/*(2) is /?*(2). This will be true for Brieskorn homology spheres (Proposition 2.5).

In § 3 we compute the instanton index SF(0, a) for representations of
Seifert-fibred homology spheres and prove that it is always even, so that the
differential of the instanton complex is always trivial for a Brieskorn sphere. This
then gives the instanton homology groups for a Brieskorn sphere. We conclude
this section with an explicit computation for 2 = 2(3,4,5). When 2 has n>3
exceptional orbits, the problems in computing the instanton homology groups
become more difficult due to non-degeneracy of the representations. Utilizing a
particular perturbation of the curvature equation suggested by a 'normally
non-degenerate Morse theory', we indicate how the Euler characteristic of £%(2)
enters into the instanton homology computations. We also show how the
components of S%(2) may be viewed as configuration spaces of linkages in the
3-sphere. The section closes with an explicit computation of /*(2(2, 3, 5, 7)).

In § 5 we indicate some applications of the ideas presented in §§ 2-4. If 2 is any
homology three sphere, define T(2) to be the minimum of all the Chern-Simons
invariants of non-trivial flat connections in the trivial SO(3)-bundle over 2. We
investigate the homology cobordism properties of this r-invariant and show that
the homology cobordism group Of of oriented homology 3-spheres is infinitely
generated. This was first proved by M. Furuta [14].

Finally, in the appendix, we list some computations of instanton homology
groups for Brieskorn spheres.

2. Representations of Seifert fibred homology spheres

We shall describe in this section a technique for determining the components of
i%(2) for a Seifert fibred homology sphere 2. Equivalently, we shall describe the
representations into SO(3) of the orbifold fundamental group of the mapping
cylinder of the orbit map 2-» S2. At the end of this section we give an alternative
description of these representations in the special case where 2 has three
exceptional fibres and relate the number of these representations to the signature
of the Milnor fibre of 2.

Let 2 = 2(a!,...,«„) be a Seifert fibred homology sphere. It follows that
ax, ..., an are pairwise relatively prime. To find the representations of jrx(2) in
SU(2) we shall apply a technique of S. Boyer [8]. We have the presentation

jt1(E)= (xlf ..., xn, h\ h central, xf = h~bi, i = 1, ..., n, xx... xn = h~b°).

Here b0, blt ..., bn are chosen so that

(2.0) ( o £
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where a = a1...an. We shall say that 2 has Seifert invariants
{bo ; (fli, bx),..., (an, bn)}. (These are, of course, not unique.)

We are interested in irreducible (i.e. non-abelian) representations in SU(2).
Since 2 is a homology sphere, this is equivalent to considering non-trivial
representations.

LEMMA 2.1. / / a is an irreducible representation of TCX{Z) in SU(2), then
a(h) = ±l.

Proof. If a(h) ¥= ±1, then conjugate in SU(2) to make

'A 0

«*>•( I)
for some A e S1 c C. For any g e JTi(2), a(g) commutes with a(h). So a(g)
preserves the A-eigenspace of a(h). This means that for each g e ^ (Z) , a(g) lies
in the same circle in SU(2) as a(h); hence a is reducible.

Let us now try to find irreducible representations with a(h) = H= ±1. So
a(x;)a' = H~bi = e, = ±1, for / = 1, ..., n. Identify SU(2) with the unit quaternions
S3. Then for A e SU(2), traced) = 2 Re(A) and r: S3-» [0, JT] given by r(A) =
arccos(Re(A)) is a complete conjugacy invariant. We have r( <*(*,-)) = /,(jr/a,)
where /, is even if e, = +1 and is odd if e, = — 1.

LEMMA 2.2. / / oc\ nx{L{aX)..., an))-»SU(2) is an irreducible representation,
then at most n — 3 of the ar(x,) are ±1.

Proof. If ar(xl) = ± l for i = 3,...,n, then, since a(xi)... a(xn)= a(h)b°,
a(x1)a(x2) = ±1. But ar(x1)

fll = ± l and a(x2)
a2= ±1. Since ax and a2 are

relatively prime, ar(jti) = ±1, <*(x2)
 = ±1- Hence ^(jr^S)) c: Z2, a contradiction.

After conjugation, we may assume that Xx = <x{xx) = eir(a(xi)) eS1 a S3. The
possible choices for Xx correspond to integers lx satisfying 0 ̂  /x ̂  ax and lx is
even if et = +l and is odd if el = —l. Similarly, for each i = 2,...,n, choose
Yi e S1 c S3 so that Yt = eir(aiXi)\ The choices for Yt are described above with T
replacing '1 ' (with the proviso of Lemma 2.2). Let 5,- = 5(i,/,-) denote the
conjugacy class of Yt in SU(2). Then 5, = r~lr{Yt) = S2 (if Y( * ±1). We must find
Xt - a(xt) e Sif for i = 2, ..., n, such that X1...Xn= H~b°. In other words, we
must find A'.eS,, for i = 2,...,n-l, such that (AT:... A

r
n_1)

a" = /f-*0fln+6"
(=±1) .

Let cp\ S2 x ... x £„_!—> [0, ^] be the map

We must find Xt (i = 2,..., n- 1) such that (p{X2,..., Zn_a) = l'n(jzlan) where /̂
is even if H~boa"+bn = +1 and is odd otherwise.

In S3 the product S2 ... £„ is an S2 x /, B3, or all of S3, depending upon whether
the interval r(S2... S,,_i) lies in (0, n), contains one endpoint or both. Then
Xx • S2... S1,,-! is the image under a rigid motion of S3 taking 1 to Xu and hence
the image of q> in [0, JZ] is easily determined. For definiteness, suppose that
H-b0m+bH = L Tfr^ f o r e a c h e v e n i>n s u c h t h a t o^i'n^an a n ( j l'n(jt/an) eIm <p, we
can find (X2,..., JTw_i) e 52 x ... x 5n_! such that r(XxX2 ... A^-O = l'n(jt/an). A
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representation a is then determined by a(h) = H, a(x{) = Xt (i = 1,..., n - 1),
and its conjugacy class is given by the simultaneous conjugation of X2,..., Xn_x

by 5 1 c5 3 .
As a simple example consider 2(4,3,5). We have

^ ( 2 ( 4 , 3, 5)) = {x, y,z,h\ h central, x4 = h\ v3 = h4, z5 = h2, xyz = h2).

Then a(h) = H=±l. Suppose H =-1. Now oc{x)4 = X4 = - 1 , and we set
X = elm'4, / = 1, 3. Then Y = a(y) is a 3rd root of 1, so its conjugacy class SY has
r(SY) = 3^- Because a(z) = a((xy)~lh~2) = (XY)~l and ar(z)5 = l, the equation
(AT)5 = 1 must be satisfied. Thus r(XY) = \JI or |JT. NOW X • SY is a 2-sphere
centred at X and (X • SY) H r~l(jjt) is either empty or a circle (and similarly for
\n). If / = 1 then r(X • SY) = [§JT — \JZ, \n + \n\ which contains %n but not \n.
Thus H = -\, X = eni/4, and Y e (X~l • r"1^^)) HSY determines a conjugacy
class of representations, and for this class r(Z) = ^K.

If / = 3, then r(X • SY) = [h.71, -yiJt] which contains f̂ : but not f;r; so we obtain
another representation, this time with r{Z) = \jz. Similarly when H = +1 we
obtain two more conjugacy classes of representations.

As in our example, it follows directly that:

PROPOSITION 2.3. The representation space 9t(Z(p, q, r)) is finite.

A Seifert fibred homology sphere 1. = 1.(al,..., an) admits a natural ^-action
whose orbit space is S2. Orient 2 as the link of an algebraic singularity.
Equivalently, orient 2 as a Seifert fibration with Seifert invariants
{b0; (ah bt), i = 1, . . . ,n} given by (2.0). With this orientation 2 bounds the
canonical resolution, a negative definite simply connected smooth 4-manifold. Let
W = W(al, ..., an) denote the mapping cylinder of the orbit map. It is a
4-dimensional orbifold with boundary 2 and singularities cones on the lens spaces
L(ah bi) (see [10]). Orient W so that its oriented boundary is —2. Then W has a
positive definite intersection form. Let Wo denote W with open cones around the
singularities removed. Then

7tx{WQ) = iz^)l{h) = T{ax, ...,an)

= (xu ...,xn\ x 1 ' = \ , i = \, ...,n,xx ...xn = l ) .

When n = 3, this is the usual triangle group and in general it is a genus-zero
Fuchsian group. Since 2 is a homology sphere, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between representations <x of ^ ( 2 ) into SU(2) and representations, which
we still call oc, of nx{W0) into SO(3).

Let Va denote the flat real 3-plane bundle over Wo determined by a. When Va

is restricted over L(ah bt) <= dW0) it splits as La<i © U where U is a trivial real line
bundle and Lati is a flat real 2-plane bundle corresponding to the representation
7ix(L{ah bj))^>Za. of weight /,, where r(a(Xj)) = jzlj/aj. Here, the preferred
generator of jr1(L(al, £,)) corresponds to the deck transformation

of S3 where £ = e2lti/a'. Thus Q_a>1 is the quotient of S3 x U2 by the above action of
Za.. The bundle laJ extends over the cone cL(ah bt) as (C2 xZo R

2) 0 U, an
SO(3)-Vr-bundle whose rotation number over the cone point is /, (with respect to
the preferred generator given above). Thus we obtain an SO(3)-V-vector bundle,
which we also denote by Va, over W. (See [11] for V-bundles.)
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An SO(3)-F-bundle has a well-defined second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 which
is the obstruction to lifting it to an SU(2)-V-bundle. This means that w2(Va) = 0 if
H = a{h) = +1 and w2(Va) *= 0 if # = - 1 .

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let yL = yL{ax,..., an) with ax even, and let a: JZX(Z)-*S\J(2)

be a representation with rotation number lx corresponding to ax. Then w2(V(X) = 0
if and only if lx is even.

Proof. The equality -boa + E?=i abjaf = 1 implies that bx is odd, so Xax = H.
Thus lx is even if and only if H = +1.

Given a representation a: %(!!)-* SU(2), its Zariski tangent space in the
space of all conjugacy classes of such representations is H1^ ; V ,̂) (where Va also
denotes Va restricted to 2). This is the case since Va is the [R3-bundle associated
to the representation a via the adjoint action of SU(2).

The quotient Z/S1 of the natural S^action on 2 = 1,(ax,..., an) is the 2-sphere
52 with an induced orbifold (V-manifold) structure. The orbifold fundamental
group of 2 /S 1 is just T(ax, ...,an) = nx(W0).

In the following proposition we use the presentation for JTX(H) given at the
beginning of this section.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let a: ^(2)—»SU(2) be a representation with a(xt) =£ ±1 for
i = 1, ..., m and a{xt) = ±1 for i = m + 1, ..., n. Then

dimK H\JZX{T) ; Va) = 2m - 6.

(Here H1^^); V^) denotes group cohomology with coefficients in the
adjoint representation associated to a.)

Proof. Let a also denote the corresponding SO(3) representation. The 1-
cocycles of ^i(2) with coefficients in Va are crossed homomorphisms z: JZX(Z)-*

3it(2) = 1R3. Let z, = z(Xi); then z, = 0 for i = m + 1, ..., n and zx, ..., zm satisfy the
relations

(*) (/ + *(*,) + a(Xi)
2 + ... + (x{Xir-l)Zi = 0,

(* *) zx + a(xx)z2 + a(xxx2)z3 + ... + oc(xx... xm_x)zm =0.

For i — 1,..., m, each OT(A:,) e SO(3) has an axis 1R, and perpendicular plane of
rotation

C, = ker(/ + a{Xi) + a{xtf + ... + aixif1'1).

To satisfy (*) we need to choose z, e Q , for i = \,..., m. This gives 2m degrees
of freedom in the choice of the crossed homomorphism z, but these are still
subject to (**).

Consider the linear map L: Cx ©... © Cm-> U3 given by

L(zx, ...,zm) = zx + a(xx)z2 + a(xxx2)z3 + ... + a(xx... xm-x)zm.

Since a is irreducible, at least two of the axes, say Ux and U2, are distinct. The
axis Ux is fixed by a(xx), so IF5x and a(xx)U2 are distinct. Hence their
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perpendicular planes Ci and <x(x^)C2 span IR3. Thus L is surjective and the
relation (* *) constrains three of the degrees of freedom in the choice of z. The
space of cocycies has dimension 2m - 3.

The coboundaries are the principal crossed homomorphisms; that is, those of
the form

z(x) = v — a{x)v

for fixed v e U3. This is 3-dimensional; so dimR / ^ ( ^ ( Z ) ; Va) = 2m - 6.

LEMMA 2.6. There are isomorphisms

tfViC); Va) = # V i W ) ; V«) = H\Z,; V.) = H\W0; V.)

and H2(W0; Va) -> H2(2 ; Va) is injective.

Proof. That H\xx<£) ; V.) ^ Hx<£ ; Va) and / / V i W ) ; V.) = Hl(W0 ; Vw) is
a standard fact. That # V i W ) ; Va) = H1^^); Va) follows from the proof of
Proposition 2.5.

To verify the last injection, let E( (i = 1,..., m) denote those exceptional fibres
in 2 which correspond to the generators xt of ^ ( 2 ) for which a(Xi) =£ ±1. Then
let 2C be the closure of 2 with the union 5 of solid tori neighbourhoods of these m
exceptional fibres Et removed. Finally, let We be the mapping cylinder of the
fibration Ze-» S2 - {m points}. Then Wo has the homotopy type of Wt = 2 U2, We.
Applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence to the spaces Wl = WeUasS and 2 =
2eUa55, we have the commutative diagram of cohomology groups (with coefficients
in Va) with exact rows

H\We)®H\l

n
H1(2e)©//1(,5

0 > H\dS) >

'1
») > Hl(dS) >

H2(WX) > J

'I
/f2(2) •

)0//2(5)

•1
)0H2(5)

Since We deformation retracts to S2 — {m points}, H2(We) = 0 and clearly
H2(S) = 0. Also, since m ^ 3 , oc restricted to S2 — {m points} is irreducible; so
H°(We ; Va) = H°(S2 - {m points}) = 0, and a Gysin sequence shows that
H\We; Va) = Hl(Ze; V^) and / is an isomorphism. Clearly i is an isomorphism,
and a diagram chase shows that j is injective.

For Seifert homology spheres (Brieskorn complete intersections) 2(a1} ..., an)
{n 2s 4) we have:

PROPOSITION 2.7. / / a: 7^(2)—>SU(2) is a representation with a(ai)¥
z±l for

i = 1, ..., m, <*(#,) = ±1 for i = m + 1, ..., n, then the connected component 9la of
a in the space S%(2) is a closed manifold of dimension 2m — 6.

Proof. We have seen above that each a: JT 1 (2)^^SU(2) gives rise to a
representation a: JTi(W0)—»SO(3) and in turn to a flat SO(3)-V-vector bundle Va

over W. Thus we have its restriction V* over S2 = 2 / 5 \ a flat V-bundle. The
orbifold 2/S1 has orbifold fundamental group T = ni(W0), and fixing a basepoint
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of Z/S1 off its singular set we get a holonomy map r-»SO(3). This map is
induced from

1 - {singular points})

where the top map is the holonomy of the flat bundle Va restricted over the
ra-punctured sphere 2/S1 — {singular points}. Using the holonomy map T—> SO(3)
we get the standard identification of gauge-equivalence classes of flat SO(3)-F-
vector bundles over the orbifold Z/51 with conjugacy classes of representations
r-»SO(3), that is, with $(Z).

Since £%(Z(p, q, r)) is finite by Proposition 2.3, we may assume that n sM. In
this case it is well-known that the universal covering orbifold of Z/S1 is the
hyperbolic plane H2, and Z/S1 = H2/r with T acting as a discontinuous group of
hyperbolic motions. Thus over Z/S1, Va can be identified with H2xrIR3, where
a: T->SO(3) gives the action on R3.

On Z/S1 we have cohomology with local coefficients H*(Z/S1 ; Va) which is
simply the F-equivariant cohomology //*(Homr(C*(H2), IR3)). Since we are
dealing with orthogonal representations, we get a pairing Va<8)Va-^>U induced
from the inner product on the fibres. So we have a cup-product pairing

/^(Z/S 1 ; Va) 0 H2(Z/Sl; V a ) ^ /^ (Z/S 1 ; U) = U,

which is non-degenerate since Poincare duality holds on Z/S1. Since oc is an
irreducible representation, //^(Z/S1; Va) = 0; so the above pairing implies

2

Near the equivalence class of a, the space of gauge-equivalence classes of flat
SO(3)-V-bundles over H/S1 is given by the zero set of the Kuranishi map:

But H^IS1; Va) = 0 and H'^/S1; Va) = H\T ; Va) = / f ^ i W ) ; Va) has di-
mension 2m — 6 by Proposition 2.5.

We now give an alternative description of the representations of ^ ( ^ ( p , q, r))
into SU(2). By Lemma 2.1 and the fact that Z(p, q, r) is a Z2-homology sphere,
there is a natural identification of representations of jt^^p, q, r)) into SU(2)
with representations of T{p, q, r) into SO(3) where

T(P> <1> r) = (a> *>, c\ ap = b" = cr = abc = l)

is the orbifold fundamental group of the mapping cylinder of the orbit map
Z ^ S 2 .

Let a: T(p, q, r)—»SO(3) be a homomorphism. Then oc{a) is a rotation of S2

with antipodal fixed points fa and ga. Let S(a, b) be the great circle in S2

containing fa and fb. Then S(a, b), S(b, c), and S(a, c) divide S2 into four
antipodal pairs of spherical triangles. The angles of these four sets of triangles are
of the form

(nk/p, Jil/q, Jim/r), (n(p - k)/p, n(q - l)/q, izmlr),
{jz(p - k)lp, Mlq, jz(r - m)/r), and {nklp, jt(q -1)1 q, n{r -
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Since the sum of the angles of each triangle must be larger than JI, we have the
inequalities

Jik nl nm nk id Jim
1 1 > JI, 1 < n,

p q r p q r

Jik
i
i

P

jtl

q

Jim

r

-Jtk

P

Jtl
i i

q

Jim

r

We now assume that q and r are odd integers. To isolate only one of these eight
spherical triangles it suffices to find a triple of integers (k, l,m) such that

(1) / and m have the same parity,

k

P

k

P

k

P

q

I

q

I

q

i

q

r

m

r

m
+ r

m
r

(3)

(4

(5)

PROPOSITION 2.8. There is a one-to-one correspondence between elements of
9t(Z(p, q, r)) and triples of integers (k, I, m), with 0<k<p, 0<l<q, 0<m<r,
satisfying (l)-(5) above.

The Brieskorn homology sphere

2(p, q, r) = {(zlf z2, z3) e C3| z\ + z\ + zr
3 = 0} n S5

as a link of a singularity bounds the Brieskorn manifold

B{p, q, r) = {(zlf 2a, 23) 6 C3| zi + zl + z^ e).

Brieskorn [6] showed that the signature of B(p, q, r) is given by a+ — CT_ where

o+ = #\(k,l,m)\ 0 < - + - + -<l(mod2)),
I p q r )

,l,m)\ - K - + - + -<0(mod2)}.
p a r i

p q

k

p q

COROLLARY 2.9. 9l(Z(p, q, r)) contains -o(B(p, q, r))/4 elements.

Proof. Let \X\ denote the number of elements in a finite set X. If

*,-{<*,/,»)l.<-+-+7<.
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then
-o{B{p,q,r)) = -\XQ\ + \Xx\-\X2\.

Let S = {(k, I, m)\ 0<k<p,0<l<q,0<m<r}. Then

\S\ = \X0\ + \Xt\ + \X2\ = (p- l)(q - l)(r - 1).

Let §t{ denote the set of elements of S that satisfy Conditions (1) through (i)
above. The bijection of S given by (k, I, m)*->(p - k , q -I, r-m) maps Xo to
X2 so that \X0\ = lA Î and hence

-o(B(p, q, r)) = \X,\ - 2 \X0\ = \S\ - 4 \X0\.

We need to show that |$(2(p, q, r))\ = \ \S\ - \X0\. The bijection of S given by
(k, I, m)•->{k, I, r-m) maps 9tx to 5 - % so that | ^ i | = 2 \S\. The bijection of
# ! given by {k, I, m)^>{k, q-l,r -m) maps %, to % - %, so that \%\ = \ \S\.
Furthermore,

%. - % = {(k, I, m)\ (k, I, m) eXo, I and m have the same parity}.

The transformations (k, I, m)>-*(p - k, q -1, m) (if l/q <m/r) or (k, I, m)»->
(p — k,l,r — m) (if l/q > m/r) gives a bijection between $%3 — J%5 and
{{k,l, m)I (k, I, m) e Xo, I and m have the opposite parity}. Thus

4 \S\ =

and the result follows.

We thank David Austin for help with the combinatorics in the proof of
Corollary 2.9. This result has also been proved by J. Wahl.

It will follow from Proposition 3.10 that the Casson invariant of a Brieskorn
sphere 2 (with our orientation) is —\ |£%(2)|. Thus we have

THEOREM 2.10. The Casson invariant

See also Theorem 4.3.

3. Instanton homology of Brieskorn spheres

Again, let 'Z = 1,(al, ..., an). A representation a e 52(2) is non-degenerate if
Hl(E ; Va) is 0. For the Brieskorn homology sphere 2(p, q, r), Lemma 2.2 and
Proposition 2.5 imply that each irreducible representation is non-degenerate.
Furthermore, by Proposition 2.3 there are finitely many conjugacy classes of such
representations.

Let S82 be the Banach manifold of L?-SU(2)-connections over 2 modulo
L^-gauge equivalence, and consider (%(2) as a submanifold of SŜ  where a e £%(2)
corresponds to the flat connection aae ^ . The instanton chain complex is the
free chain complex generated by the irreducible (i.e. non-trivial) representations
in 02(2). Floer assigns to each such representation a a grading ju(ar)eZ8 as
follows.
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Fix a Riemannian metric on 2. For any connection a in the trivial real
3-plane bundle over 2 let Da denote the elliptic operator on the bundle
(Q° 0 Q1) <S> §u(2) defined by

Here, da is the covariant derivative determined by the connection a, d* its
adjoint, and * is the Hodge star operator. The grading ju(ar) e Z8 of a
non-degenerate irreducible representation as 52(2) is the spectral flow SF(0, a)
of the family of operators Dai where a, is a path of connections from the trivial
SU(2) connection 0 to the flat connection aa determined by a. Intuitively, it is
the net number of eigenvalues of Dat whose sign changes from negative to positive
as a, varies from 0 to aa [5]. It is well-defined (mod 8) on S^.

More rigorously, define the L^;6-norm of a section £ of some bundle over
2 x R to be the L^-norm of e8 • % where e8 is a smooth positive function on 2 x R
such that ed(x, t) = e6m for \t\ ^ 1. For any SU(2) connection A (on the trivial
bundle) over 2 x R consider the self-duality operator

d*A 0dA: Lt;6(Q1(2 x R) $ 3u(2))->L$;6((Q°(2 x R ) $ Q2_(2 x R)) <8> 8u(2)).

For small enough positive S, this operator will be Fredholm (cf. [13, 17]). A
family of connections {at: 0 *£ t =s 1} in 3&z defines a connection A over 2 x R via
dA{0 = dai 4- dldt. Then the self-duality operator is ^ © ^ = Dai + 3/3/.

If fl0 = fl* and a1 = ap where » and )3 are non-degenerate irreducible repre-
sentations, then the spectral flow SF(ar, j8) is (modulo 8) the index of the
Fredholm operator

dA 0 d~A\ Lt;6(Q1(2 x R) ® §u(2))-> L^.6((Q°(2 X R) 0 Qi(2 X R)) ® §u(2)),

where A is extended to be asymptotically constant for t ^ 0 and 12* 1 and where
<5 > 0 is smaller than the smallest non-zero absolute value of an eigenvalue of DOa

or Dap [13, 2b.2]. Let us denote this index by ln&6{dA © dA)(a, j8). In case either
of the representations a or j8 is the trivial representation 6, there is a sign
convention to worry about since De has a 3-dimensional null space. Floer defines
the spectral flow in this instance to be the net number of eigenvalues which
change value from less than —d at t = 0 to greater than d at t = 1. This definition
is independent (mod 8) of the chosen path. So, for example, SF(0, 6) =
—3 (mod 8). Then Floer defines the grading /i(or) = SF(0, a) (mod 8) for an
irreducible non-degenerate oc. (Note that there is a sign error in the statement of
[13, 2b.2].)

One can also consider the calculation of the index of the self-duality operator
over 2 x R as a boundary value problem, as was done by Atiyah, Patodi, and
Singer [3, 4, 5]. They impose global boundary conditions and compute the index

(3.1) Index«$ 0 dA)(a, $)=[ i ( 2 x R)ch(V_)ch(g)

where the forms y4(2 x R) and ch(V_) are computed from the Riemannian
connection on 2 x R (choose a product metric, say) and g is the SO(3) bundle
over 2 x R with connection A induced from {a,}. The term hp is the sum of the
dimensions of H'(E ; V^) (i = 0, 1), and r)p is the ry-invariant of the signature
operator +da/} - dap+ over 2 restricted to even forms [3, § 3].
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LEMMA 3.2. Let {a,: O^tml) be a 1-parameter family of connections in ^
connecting ao = aa to a1 = 6 where a is irreducible and non-degenerate. Then the
spectral flow of Dai is

SF(ar, 0) = Index(^ 0 dA)(a, 0),

the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index of the self-duality, operator over 2 x [0, 1]. The
grading fj,(a) in the instanton chain complex is given by

iu(ar) = -Index(d;$ 0 dA)(a, 6) - 3 (mod 8).

Proof. Consider first the case where ax = a^ for )8 non-degenerate and
irreducible in <%(Z). Suppose £ e ker(d^ 0 d^). Since DA(t) = Dap for t^l, we
can expand £(*, t) for t s* 1 in terms of an orthonomal basis {q?x} of eigenforms of
Da,\ that is, £(x, t) = E &(t)(px(x). Since a5/3r + D ,̂g = 0, we have &(*) =
e"A'^(l) . Thus if | e L\.6 then e6' e Li for f-> +°°; so for each A in the sum we
must have 6 < A. Thus £(*, 0 = E A X ) * " * ' ^ ! ) ^ * ) - (Recall that 6 > 0 is smaller
than the smallest non-zero absolute value of an eigenvalue of DOa or Dap.)
Similarly (d*A 0 < Q * = Dap- d/dt for t^ 1, if § e ker(<^ 0 d ^ ) * r\L4

0.6 then
l(x, 0 = E,<0e^Ul)cpK(x) for r ^ 1.

The same argument applies at the other end. If (VA.) is an orthonormal basis of
eigenforms of Daa, we have

if 0 dA) D L\,6, and

A.>0

if | € ke r (^ 0 dA)* n L ^ for f ^ 0.
The fact that SF(ar, j8) equals lndd{dA ®dA){a, (5) means that the dimensions

behave as if a change in the sign of an eigenvalue from negative to positive as /
varies from 0 to 1 counts basis elements of ker(d^ 0 d~X) H L\.t8, and a change in
the sign from positive to negative counts basis elements of ker(d£ 0 dA)* H LQ-6.
(See Fig. 1.)

Spectral flow = 1

- • *

FIG. 1

Now consider the case where a0 = aa and ax = 0, where a is non-degenerate
and irreducible in S%(2). Then for t<\ and close to 1 there are three small
eigenvalues of A,(/). Then according to Floer's convention for spectral flow, any
eigenvalue A which changes from A > 6 at t = 0 to A = 0 at t = l is counted
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negatively, whereas an eigenvalue which changes from A<<5atf = 0 toA
t = 1 is not counted. (See Fig. 2.)

FIG. 2

The eigenvalues which flow from positive at t = 0 to 0 at t = 1 correspond,
under the above-described relationship between index and spectral flow, to basis
forms of ker(dj$ © d^)* which are not in L^.8, but which are extended LQ;6 forms.
That is, for large positive t, such forms are the sum §(x, t) + £(JC) of an LQ.S form
£ and an element £ of the kernel of De. Thus

SF(a, 0) = ln<\8(d*A © <£)(*, 6) - h^F),

where h^F) is the dimension of the subspace of kerZ)0 consisting of limiting
values of extended Lt;6 forms | in (Q°(2 x R)© Qi(2 x R)) <8> §u(2) which
satisfy ( ^ © ^)*( | j ) = 0. Thus according to Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer [3, 3.14],

SF(a, 6) = Index(<^ © dA){a, 6).

Now Floer has shown that for oc irreducible and non-degenerate,

- 3 = SF(0, 6) = SF(0, a) + S¥(a, 0).

So ix{a) = SF(0, a) = -SF(o', 0) - 3 = -Index(rf* © d*)(a, 0) - 3 (mod 8).

Our goal in this section is to compute this instanton index JU(Q') for
representations of Seifert-fibred homology spheres. This will give the instanton
homology for Brieskorn spheres, since, as we shall see, the boundary operator of
the instanton complex is always trivial for a Brieskorn sphere.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 2 = 2(a,, ...,an) be any Seifert-fibred homology sphere
and let a\ JT 1 (2 ) -»SU(2 ) be an irreducible representation. Let Va be the induced
flat SO(3)-V-bundle over the orbifold W with flat connection Aa. {Here we view W
as an open orbifold with end 2 x U with product metric.) Then over Wo the index
of the self-duality operator is

Proof By [3, Proposition 4.9] the (twisted) L|-cohomology of Wo is the image
of the relative cohomology H*(W0) 2 U L ; Va) in the absolute cohomology
H*(W ; Va). Here 'L' denotes the disjoint union of the lens space boundary
components of Wo. Because over each lens space Va lifts to a bundle over S3, it
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follows that Hl{L ; Va) = 0. Thus Lemma 2.6 implies that for the complex

(here g = Va) over Wo, the betti numbers of the L^-harmonic forms are
hl = h2 = 0. Furthermore, h° = 0, because Aa is irreducible and so has no
covariant constant sections. Thus the L|-index of dAa + dA~a is / z 1 - / i ° - / i 2 = 0.
Because we are here discussing smooth harmonic forms, Ind6(d^(r + dAa)(W0) = 0
as well.

Again by [3, 3.14] we have

+ dAa)(W0) = lnd8(d*Aa + dAa)(W0) - hm(F)Wo,

where hm(F)Wo is the dimension of the subspace of ker DOa consisting of limiting
values of extended Li6 sections / of (Q° 0 Q?.)(g) satisfying (d*Aa + dAa)*(f) = 0.
Now any / satisfying \d*Aa + dAa)*{f) = 0 lies in H°(W0 ; Va) 0 H2_(W0 ; Va). By
Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 we know that the betti number hx{WQ ; \la) = 2m — 6.
But also

2 (-1)%(WO • Va) = 3X(W0) = 6 - 3n.
i=0

Further, we know that ZioCWb ; V«) = 0; and also fc4(Wo ; Va) = 0. Thus

6 - 3n = -(2m - 6) + h2(W0 ; VB) - h3(W0 ; VB).

By duality, h3(W0 ; VQ,) = /ii(W0, 2 U L ; V,,.), and the exact sequence for the pair
(Wo, 2UL) along with Proposition 2.6 shows that hx{W0, Z U L ; Va) = 3n- 2m.
Thus h2(W0 ; Va) = 0 and so #1(WO ; Va) = 0. This means that the term hx(F)Wo

of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula vanishes. It then follows from Proposition
3.3 and [3] that

(3.4) 0 = [ A(WQ)ch(V_)ch(Q) - \
Jw0

where the connection Aa is used on Q.
We next wish to compute the instanton grading ju(ar) where a is a non-

degenerate, irreducible representation. According to Proposition 3.2 it will suffice
to compute I n d e x ^ ^ d ^ X a r , 6) (mod 8), for any SO(3) connection Ax over
2 x [0,1] which comes from a path {a,} of connections on 2 with a0 = aa and
ax = 6. The flat connection aa over 2 extends to a flat SO(3)-connection on the
flat bundle Va over W. Let A denote the SO(3)-connection over W U (2 x U) =
W which is built from the flat connection on W and the 1-parameter family {a,}
chosen above. Adding (3.4) and (3.1) with 6 replacing ft and noting that ha = 0
because <x is non-degenerate and irreducible we get

0 dA){a, 6)=\ A(W0 U 2 x R

(-ha + ifc(0))(L(«,, b,))
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By [3] the right-hand side is just lndex(dA © dA)(W0). Thus we have:

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A denote the SO(3)-connection over WU(ZxU) = W
which is built from the flat connection on W and a 1-parameter family {at} of
SO(3)-connections over 2 given by a path of connections between aa and the trivial
connection 6. Consider the corresponding operator

restricted to Wo. Then (A((X) = -Index(rf^ + dA)(W0) - 3 (mod 8).

For any asymptotically flat SO(3)-connection A over an open 4-dimensional
manifold or orbifold Y, define its 'Pontryagin charge' to be

We are especially interested in the case where A is flat on a neighbourhood of the
end of Y.

An SO(2)-F-vector bundle L over W is classified by the Euler class e e
H2(W0) = Z of its restriction over W0 = W — (neighbourhood of singular points).
We shall denote by Le the F-bundle corresponding to the class e times a
generator in H2(W0, Z). Let B be any connection on Le which is trivial near 9W.
Then the relative Pontryagin number of Le is

TT(FBAFB)=PI(B),

where a = a1...an.
For the statement of the next theorem recall that the rotation numbers llt ...,/„

of Va are given in § 2 by the equations r(a(xt)) = l^n/ai).

THEOREM 3.7. Let the connection A be as in (3.6). Suppose 2 has Seifert
invariants {b0 ; (alt bx),..., (an, bn)} with b0 even. (This can always be arranged.)
If one of the at is even, assume it is ax, and arrange the Seifert invariants so that the
bh with i =£ 1, are even. Ife = E?=1 //(a/a,-) (mod 2a), then the SO(2) V-bundle Le

satisfies
(1) Le has the same rotation numbers (up to sign) as Va over the singular points

ofW,
(2) w2(Le) = w2(Va),and

(3) px(A) = e2/a (mod 4).

Proof. To discuss the rotation numbers at the singular points of W we need to
identify nx(L(ai, bi)) with Zo. c= Sl acting on C2. The generator

,0 (

corresponds to xt e JTi(W0). Let b* satisfy b^f = 1 (mod a,). The formula
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shows that bf = a/at (mod at). In [10] we showed that for Llf the rotation
numbers which correspond to the generators gf'* are the numbers 1 (mod a,).
Taking the quotient of Lx by the Ze-action contained in the S^-action yields Le. It
follows that the rotation numbers of Le corresponding to gf; are e (mod a,-).

The rotation numbers of V^ corresponding to the g, are i /^moda,) ; so
the rotation numbers corresponding to g?'* are the numbers ±b*lt (mod a,-). To
satisfy Condition (1) of the theorem we must solve for e in the congruences
e = ±b*li(modal), for i = l,...,n. Since the a, are pairwise relatively prime,
we have the solution

A a
e = 2jU— (mod a).

<=i «,

Thus our task is to determine e (mod la).
As for Condition (2), if a is even, then Lemma 2.4 implies that w2(Le) = w2(Va)

as long as (1) is satisfied. If a is odd and w2(Le) # H ^ V ^ ) , since H2(W0 ; Z2) = Z2,
replace e by e + a. Then w2(Le) = w2(Va). (We shall see below that the correct
choice for e is the one given in the statement of the theorem.) To guarantee that
px(A) = e2/a (mod 4) requires more care.

Let Ee denote the SO(3)-V-vector bundle Le 0 U, the Whitney sum of Le with
a trivial bundle. Let Ae be a connection in Ee which reduces to a connection on Le

which is trivial near the end of W and is flat in a neighbourhood of each singular
point of W. Then px(Ae) = e2/a.

Truncate W by removing neighbourhoods of the singular points, leaving Wo,
and let 6W0= dWQ — 11. Let E denote the bundle over Wo with connection A.
Note that since Ae is flat near the singular points of W,

LetYo=WoU8WoWo.
Over Yo we can form the SO(3) vector bundle E U E by gluing via the identity

so that we obtain a connection 'A UA' on this bundle. Since the orientations get
reversed, pl(AUA) = 0. Up to sign, Ee and Va have the same rotation numbers
over the singular points; so we can also form the bundle EUEe0 over Yo (where
£ e 0 denotes £e|w0)- We want to do this by gluing the bundles together over SW0

via a connection-preserving bundle isomorphism. (The rotation number condition
ensures that Ae and A are equivalent flat connections over SW0.) Note that if
fo>fi'- Ee\dw0—*EUW0

 a r e connection-preserving bundle isomorphisms, then folfi
is a gauge transformation of ^l^w,, which preserves >le|swb- Thus, connection-
preserving isomorphisms are unique up to composition with the stabilizer of
ê|«5Wo in the group of gauge transformations. Since this stabilizer is connected,

any two such gluings give isomorphic bundles over Yo. If we can glue so that
w2(EUEe0) = w2(E UE), then, since A and Ae are trivial near the ends of Y, we
have (just as for a closed 4-manifold) px(A U Ae) =p\(A U A) = 0 (mod 4). But

Tr(FAtAFAe)=Pl(A)--,
a

( ) ^ 1 \ ( t e ) P ( )

verifying (3).

If a -ax... an is odd, then each component L(aif bt) of 6W0 is a Z2-homology
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sphere; so in this case, H2(Y0;I2) splits as H2(W0;Z2) ® H2(-W0;Z2) and the w2's
split, that is,

w2(E U £) = w2(E) 0 w2(E), w2(E U £e>0) = w2(E) 0 w2(£e>0).

But w2(£c,o) = vv2(Le) and w2(E) = w2(Va); so if e is chosen so that w2(Le) =
w2(Va), Condition (3) will be satisfied. Now if w2(Va) = 0, then a{h) = + 1 ; so /,
is even for each / and e = £"=i /,-(a/a,-) is even; that is, w2(Le) = 0 eH2(W0;Z2) =
Z2. If w2(Va) =£0, then ar(fc) = - 1; so for i = 1,..., n, I,,3fc, (mod2). Thus

S ' / - = i > - (mod 2).
,=1 a, ,=i a,

But 60 is even; so the relation

implies that e = 1 (mod 2). Thus w2(Lc) = H>2(Va).
If one of the a, is even, assume it is ax. Then H2(W0',Z2)-+ H2(L(ax, bx) ;Z2) =

Z2 is an isomorphism; so w2(E) and w2(£e0) are carried by H2(L(ax, bx)\Z2) (cf.
Proposition 2.4). A Mayer-Vietoris sequence shows that

H2(Y0;Z2) = Hl(L(ax,bx);Z2)®H2(L(ax,bx);Z2).

Our argument will use an explicit splitting which we shall determine later. We
may write

W2(E UE) = (o(E U E) ® w2(E) and w2(E U £e,0) = (o(E U £ej0) © w2(E).

(Note that w2(E) = w2(Ee0).) To satisfy Condition (3) we must find e so that
(o(E U Ee<0) = (o(E U E).

Form the double cover 2 of 2 branched over the exceptional fibre of order ax.
By hypothesis, the Seifert invariants of 2 are {bo;(au bx), (a2, b2), ..., (an, bn)}
where the bh with i =̂= 1, are all even. Then 2 is Seifert fibred with invariants
{ib0; (2a,, 6X), (a2, ift2),..., (an, Jfr,,)}. Since

2 is a homology sphere, 2 = 2(2ax, a2, ... , an). Let W be the mapping cylinder
of 2—> S2; it is a branched cover JT: W—> W where the branch set is the union of
the orbit 2-sphere together with the 2-disk in the mapping cylinder corresponding
to the fl^fibre in 2. The representation a: ^!(2)-»SU(2) lifts to a: JTX(Z)-*
SU(2).

On nx the covering map 2 ̂ - 2 induces a homomorphism given on the
generators by h—>h2, £,—•;»:,, for i = 1, ..., n. Clearly r(o'(f,)) = r(ar(jc,)) for all i;
so Proposition 2.4 implies that oc{h) = 1 eSU(2). Then a: JZX(W0)-*SU(2) and
gives rise to a flat SU(2)-V-vector bundle V^ over W. The SO(3)-V-vector bundle
corresponding to V .̂ is the pullback Va = jz*Va. Let E = n*E with its connection
A = K*A. Near 6W0, A agrees with the flat connection on Va which is in turn
induced from a flat SU(2) connection A' on V^ The SO(3) bundle E lifts to an
SU(2) bundle E' with connection which equals A' near 6W'Q.

We wish to find an SO(2)-V-vector bundle Lf over W with connection Af, flat
near the singular points of W and trivial near the end of W, so that we can use a
flat SU(2)-connection-preserving bundle isomorphism to form the SU(2)-vector
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bundle E U (L/j0© Lfo) over Yo. This can be achieved provided that the
SU(2)-V-bundle rotation numbers of Va match those of Lf © Ljl.

Since a(h) = + 1 in SU(2), each a(Xj), for i = 2,..., n, is an a,th root of unity
and a(Xi) is a 2axth root of unity. For i = 2,..., n, r(S(x,-)) = r(ar(xi)) = /,(jr/a,);
so /, is even. Also r(5'(i1)) = /•(<*(*!)) = 2lx(jz/2ax). Thus, for the generators gh

the SU(2) rotation numbers of V^ are ±lx and ±\lh for i = 2, ...,n. For
generators g?'* they are ±6*/! and dtibf/, (i = 2,... , n). We need to choose/so it
is congruent to these rotation numbers modulo 2ax or ah as the case may be. It
suffices to choose / = E?=i //(«/««) (mod 2a).

The SO(3)-vector bundle induced from £ ' U ( L / i O 0 L p ) is £ U £ 2 / 0 where
£2/,o = £2/©iR- In

H\%',Z2) = H\L{2ax, bx);Z2) 0H2(L(2ax, bx) ;Z2)

we get

0 = w2(£ U £2/>0) = co(E U £2/>0) 8 w2{E).

Similarly 0 = w2(E U E) = a)(E U E) © w2(^) since we can form the SU(2)-bundle
£ ' U £ ' . We claim that the Euler class e e H2(W0;Z) = Z which we are seeking is
e=f. Note that e = / solves the defining congruences e = bflt (mod a,-). Over W
the SO(2)-V-vector bundle L^ has Pontryagin number f2/a (computed as px(B)
for any connection B flat near the singular points and trivial near the end of W).
Since we work with connections trivial near the ends, we may view W and W as
'closed' orbifolds with fundamental classes. Then

Pi(x*Lf)[W] =Pl(Lf)(7z*[W]) = 2Pl(Lf)[W) = 2fla = (2f)2/2a.

Thus n*Lf = L2f, and so ji*Ef = E2f. Since connection-preserving bundle iso-
morphisms form a connected set, 7i*(EUEfi0) = £UE2f>0 and JZ*(E UE) =
EUE.So jt*w(E U Eff0) = 0 = n*<o{E U E). However

JT*: H\L{au bx);Z2)-^H\L{2al, bx);Z2)

is an isomorphism; so <o(E U Ef>Q) = co(E U £), as required.
(Here we can see how to split H2(Y0;Z2) so that the above argument is correct.

First take an arbitrary splitting of H2(Y0;Z2) given by a map H2(Y0;Z2)-*
Hl(L(ax, bx);Z2), and then use the diagram

H\L(2ax,bx);Z2) ±=> H2(Y0;Z2) > H\L{2ax, bx)',Z2)

I- i i
^ ( L C ^ ^ O J Z J ) ±=5 #2(Y0;Z2) > H\L(ax,bx);Z2)

to get the splitting map H\Y0,Z2)^>H\L{ax, bx)\Z2).)

Let £ be an SO(3)-V-vector bundle over W which is isomorphic to a direct sum
Le 0 R. We then have the invariant of [10],

(3.8) R(e) = R(ax, ...,an ;e)

2e2 „ ^2a^1 (nak\ (nk\ . Jnek\
= 3 + m + X- Z cotl—j-jcotl —Ism2 ,

a i=\aik=x \ af ) \ at I \ at I
where e&O (moda,) for i = l,...,m and e = 0 (moda,) for i = m + l, ...,n.
(Recall, a = ax... an and abjaj = 1 (moda,-).)
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THEOREM 3.9. Let e be the Euler class of the SO(2)-V-vector bundle Le of {Z.
restricted to Wo, and let a be non-degenerate and irreducible. Then

ju(ar) = - K ( e ) - 3 (mod 8).

Proof. We expand the formula for Index(d% © dX)(W0) given in (3.5). The
integral term is

f A(W0 U 2 x R)ch(V_)ch(9) = 2 f PI{Q) + \ f
%OU(2XR) •'WbU(ZxM) ^ J l

where X and % are the /^-polynomial and the Euler form of Wo U 2 x U. Since g
is our SO(3)-bundle with connection A of Proposition 3.6,

the Pontryagin charge. We then get as in [3, § 4] that the integral term is

2fi(A) - ifo(Wo) - o(W0)] + 1^(0)(3W0).

By Theorem 3.7, px{A) = e2la (mod 4). Also /(Wo) - o(W0) = 1 - n, so (3.5)
yields

2g2/fl -1(1 - n) - ifo, +
1 n

o 2 ( " ^ + ^cr)(^(«.> fr.O) (mod 8),

where QP = ^ (0) - dim(j8)?70(O) is the p-invariant of [4]. But hd(Z) = 3,
pe(2) = 0, and ha(L(ait bi)) = 1 for i = 1,..., m and 3 for i = m + 1,..., n, where
a restricts non-trivially to the first m and trivially to the last (n — m) lens spaces.
Since Qa(L(aiy bi)) = @e(L{ah bt)) = 0 for i = m + 1, ..., n we have

Index(^ © d^)(W0) = 2<?2/« - 3 + m + - 2 ga{L(ah b,)) (mod 8).

Since Le restricts over the lens spaces with the same rotation numbers as V^, the
£-invariants are exactly those computed in [10], that is,

\ev{L{ah bt)) = 2 - Z cot(—r cot — sin2 .
i=iaik=i \ at I XaJ \ a( I

Thus SF(a, 0) = lndex(d^ ©^)(Wo) = /?(e) (mod 8). The theorem now follows
from Proposition 3.6.

PROPOSITION 3.10. For a Seifert fibred homology sphere 2 and irreducible
non-degenerate representation a: ^(2)—>SU(2), the instanton grading jLt(ar) is
even.

Proof. By [10, Corollary 6.3], R(e) is always odd.

Propositions 3.10 and 2.5 imply that our calculations of the instanton homology
for Brieskorn homology spheres are complete.

As an example, consider the Brieskorn sphere 2(4,3,5). In §2 we computed
the vectors (llt l2, h) that arise as representations of jrt(2) into SU(2), where we
chose (bu b2, b3) = (~1, - 4 , -2) . They are (1,2,4) and (3,2,2) when H = - 1 ,
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and (2,2,2) and (2,2,4) when 77 = +1. The corresponding e's are given by 103,
109, 94, and 118; and the corresponding SF(or, d) = R(e) (mod 8) are 1, 3, 5 and
7, respectively. So the instanton homology groups 7,(2(4,3,5)) are

7,(2(4,3,5)) = {Z for /= 0,2,4,6,
0 otherwise.

Other examples of computations of instanton homology will be listed in the
appendix.

4. Seifert fibrations with more than three exceptional fibres

Let 2 = 2 ^ ! , . . . , an) and let a: JT1(2)—»SU(2) be an irreducible repre-
sentation which has m 5= 4 non-zero rotation numbers when extended over the
cones on the lens spaces in the mapping cylinder W. By Proposition 2.5, or is
degenerate and by Proposition 2.7, the connected component 9ta of i-%(2) which
contains a is a compact manifold of dimension 2m — 6^2 . For a e ^ with
curvature Fa we have

d*a{*Fa) = (*d-*)(*F.) = *daFa = 0,

by the Bianchi identity; so *Fa takes values in {\p eLo(Q1(fi))| d*ip = 0} = STa,
the fibre of a bundle over $%. Furthermore, there is a natural inclusion rS82—> 5"
since TS82 = (V e LftQ^g))! rf*V = 0}- Thus flat SU(2) connections on 2 are
zeros of the section a •-» *7^ on S^. To get a basis for the instanton chain complex
in this situation we must perturb this section to isolate its zeros and make them
non-degenerate.

Following Bott [7], we apply ideas from the Morse theory of non-degenerate
critical manifolds. Since (%a is a smooth closed submanifold of SŜ , it has a tubular
neighbourhood N [15]. Furthermore, the tangent bundle T^lst,, splits L2-
orthogonally as T@la © v9ta, and N can be identified with the total space of v$ka.
Since dim tka = 2m — 6 = dim 77^2; Va), for any a e 9ta the linearization +da of
the section +Fa of the bundle 3~ over S^ has kernel equal to Ta^ta and is
non-degenerate on v$fca.

Let g: ^ a - > K b e a non-degenerate Morse function. Fix a cutoff function /3 on
SSs such that |3 = l o n a small sub-tubular neighbourhood of 9ta in N and such
that /3 = 0 outside of N. Let JF: TV—»(%a be the normal bundle projection. Set
<p(a) = 0(a)g(jr(a)); so <p: Ŝ —»• R. Let 3> denote the L2-gradient of q>, and le t /
be the section f(a) = *Fa + <£(a) of 5" over S^.

LEMMA 4.1. For a sufficiently small tubular neighbourhood N of 9ta the zeros
ae$&zof the section f are the zeros of +Fa outside of N and inside N they all lie in
9ta and are critical points of g. Furthermore, all the zeros off which all lie on $la

are non-degenerate.

Proof. Since the linearization +da of *Fa is non-degenerate normal to 9La in S82,
we can choose a small enough tubular neighbourhood N so that +da has a
non-zero component in the direction of the fibres of N for each a eN. Each
a e 9ta has a neighbourhood Ua <= 9ta such that Jt~\Ua) can be trivialized:
n~\Ua) = Uax {v9ta)a. Over n~\Ua) the bundle & also splits in the L2-norm as
J= 5"̂  ® 5"v, into spaces parallel to 9La and to the fibres of v9ta.
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Note that for a e Ra and | e Ta^, r\ e Ta9ta, we have

since Tfl^a = ker(*da). Thus *da has image which is L2-orthogonal to
Ta9ta. If {a, v)eUax {v9la)a = jT\Ua) then *da = (0, *d.v + O(|i/|2)) e ST^a 0
^v>fl = % W ) . Thus /(a, v) = (P(a, v)Vg(a), *dav + O(\v\2)), which is non-zero
for v # 0, that is, outside of S?tf in N, since Af was chosen so that -kda # 0 (and can
be made even smaller so that O(|u|2) is negligible.)

If a e 9la is a zero of / then the linearization of / at a is Dfa = (H(g)a, *da)
which is non-degenerate since H{g)a is non-degenerate tangent to 9la and *da is
non-degenerate normal to 9la.

Using this perturbation of a >-» *Fa at each positive-dimensional component of
£%(2), we obtain a compact perturbation of *Fa whose zeros are all non-
degenerate. These zeros form a basis for the instanton chain complex, and the
gradings are computed using the spectral flow of the linearization of the
perturbed operator. Fix a connected component 9ta of 91(1.). It follows from § 2
that the rotation numbers {/,} of the representations are constant along 9tK. So
the integer e of Theorem 3.7 is constant on 9la.

THEOREM 4.2. Let &la be a connected component of £%(Z) and let g: &la—> U be
a Morse function. Then the critical points of g are basis elements of the instanton
chain complex. Such a critical point b has grading [i(b) = -R(e) — 3 + (tg(b)
where fig(b) is the Morse index of b relative to g and e is associated to a by
Theorem 3.7.

Proof. Floer's perturbations are not of the form which we have described; so
we must argue that the described compact perturbations actually yield instanton
homology. First, on 2 x IR we connect one of Floer's perturbations on
2 x (—oo, 0] with our perturbation on 2 x [1, oo) via an interpolation. There is then
an induced perturbed self-duality operator o n 2 x i . Floer's proof of [13, 2c.2]
shows that one can further perturb this operator on 2 x (0,1) to be regular; i.e.
so that its zero set is a disjoint union of finite-dimensional manifolds. Then
Floer's argument [13, Theorems 2,3] for topological invariance holds in this case
as well, showing that the induced homology theories agree.

Floer's proof proceeds by showing that for his set II of perturbations, the
section F: U x S8(2 x [0, 1])-* 5"(2 x [0, 1]) given by F(JZ, A) = F_(a) + JT(A),

has surjective linearization at any (JZ, A) in the zero set of F. He then applies the
Sard-Smale Theorem. The key step in the proof is to show that he has enough
perturbations so that the linearization DF^A)(p, B) maps onto the cokernel of F
at (JZ, A). He achieves this by producing for each § in the cokernel a p t such that
DF(nA)(p, B)(0) = £(0). He then calls on Arondzajn's theorem to the effect that
the restriction of the zero set of F to t = 0 is injective, and that this is also true for
DF.

We can simply enlarge II to a set of perturbations & of the form 7](t) =
(1 -f(t))jt(t) +f(t)Q>, for 0 =s t =ss 1, where n e II, O is one of our perturbations
above, and / : [0, 1]—»IR is any smooth function such that f(t) = 0 for t less than
some positive e. Now all of Floer's arguments will work.

Next, as above, first perturb a •-»• +Fa to get a >-*f{a) = +Fa + 4>(a) as in Lemma
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4.1 so that all zeros are non-degenerate. Then JU(6) is the spectral flow SF'(0, b)
of Df = *da + VO(fl). As in Lemma 3.2 we obtain

SF'(fc, 0) = Index(<^ © d~A + n)(b, 0)

where n is a compact operator. Formula (3.1) gives

0 d-A){b, 0) = f f(x) dx - i(h0 + r,e(0)) + i( - hb){b, 0) = f f(x) dx - i(h0 + r,e(0))

where the integrand is described in [3, Theorem 3.10] (it is called ao(x) there)
and has in our case the simple form given in (3.1). In the calculation, the operator
d-A + d~X used to compute $(x) has been changed by the addition of a compact
operator, but the formula in [3] shows that this leaves ${x) unchanged. So we
have

Index(</; QdZ + n){b, 0) = \ 3>{x)dx -\{he + ifo(0)) + i(-h'b + ^(0)),
•'SxR

where h'b = 0 = hb- dim <&« and rj'b(O) = rjb(O) + (dim 0ta -2p g (b) ) . Hence,

SF'(6, 0) = Index(rf^ © d~A + n)(b, 0) = Index(^ © dA)(b, 0) + dim 9ta - fx8(b).

From (3.4) and (3.1) we have

Index(^ © dA){b, 0) = Index(^ © dA)(W0) -hb = R(e) - hb.

So SF'(6, 0) = R(e) - ng(b), and

fi(b) = SF'(0, b) = - SF'(b, 0) - 3 = - R(e) + y,g{b) - 3.

This together with the fact that Casson's invariant A(2) is half the Euler
characteristic of the instanton chain complex, implies:

THEOREM 4.3. For a Seifert-fibred homology three-sphere 2, Casson's invariant
A(2) satisfies A(2) = k

Proof. Casson's invariant is half the Euler characteristic of the instanton chain
complex. This is the sum over all components $ka of £%(2) and critical points b of
a Morse function ga of &la of - 1 to the power ( -3 - R(eb) + /ig(6)), that is, of
(-l)"*(b) since dim 9ta = 2m - 6 is even and R{eb) is odd. Thus the Euler
characteristic of the instanton chain complex is

Before working an example we wish to comment further on the techniques in
§2 for computing conjugacy classes of representations. Given 2(flx, ..., an), w2

corresponding to w = 0,1, and possible rotation numbers (lx, ...,/„), we wish to
find out whether there is a representation a: /^(S)—»SU(2) corresponding to the
given data. If such a representation exists, we would like to describe the
topological type of the connected component 9ta of a in (%(2).

Fix Xx = eiU*'ax and for i = 2,. . . , n let S, be the 2-sphere r~\li{Klai)). We wish
to find Xi e Sit for i = 2,. . . , n, such that Xx...Xn = \-\)wb« e SU(2). This means
that in SU(2) = 53 we must find radii rt,{i = 2, ..., n) of the 2-spheres X^ ... X;_i5,
which form a linkage spanning from Xx to (—l)wb°. (See Fig. 3.)

If such a linkage can be formed, then we can find a representation a as desired.
Then 0ia is the connected component of the corresponding configuration in the
space of all configurations of the given linkage modulo rotations leaving S1

invariant.
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s1

xxx2

FIG. 3

For example, suppose n = 4. Let 2 = 'Z(a1, a2, a3, a4) and a: ^(2)—»SU(2)
with oc(Xi)i= ±1 for any i\ so Proposition 2.5 predicts that §ta is 2-dimensional.
Let the rotation numbers of a be (li,...,U) and for definiteness, suppose
Hwb° = 1. Also suppose that we have ordered the a, so that /.(jr/a,) > /;(jr/ay) for
* >j. This means that the length \rt\ of the radii in the linkage corresponding to o
have decreasing length. This linkage consists of three radii spanning from
Xl = e

ll^nlati to 1 in S3. It has four vertices with two pinned down at 1 and Xx and
the other two, XXX2 and XXX2X3, free to move.

To see the linkage, identify S3 with U3
+ = U3 U {<»} using stereographic

projection o: S3—»IR+. Then 2-spheres in S3 correspond to 2-spheres in U3+; but
the concept of a 'linkage' is somewhat changed since spheres of the same radius in
S3 can project to spheres with different radii in U3+. The linkage at hand has three
radii, r2, r3, r4, and stereographic projection takes the spheres XXS2 (of radius r2)
and S4 (of radius r4) to spheres olx^) of radius r2 and o(S4) of radius r4. The
arm (o(XlX2),o(XlX2X3)) has varying length depending on the centre
o(XxX2) of the 2-sphere o(XxX2S3).

Consider the radius r2 of X^ as it moves in S3 from one of the two poles
(X1S2OS1) to the other. We view this radius as giving us a height function for
our configuration space. We may suppose that o(S1) = {z-axis}. Then we watch
the radius r2 move from pole to pole on o(X1S2) D {yz-plane}. If there is a
linkage in IR+ with o(XxX2) at a pole, then the only free motion in that linkage is
that of the vertex o(XxX2X3) by rotations perpendicular to the z-axis. (See Fig.
4 and notice that r'3 is a function of the 'height' of o{XxX2); so its length is fixed
once we fix o(X1X2).) These rotations correspond to rotations in S3 which fix S1.
A configuration such as those shown in Fig. 4 is 'rigid' in the sense that keeping
the radius r2 at the fixed height, the only allowable motion of the linkage is
perpendicular to the z-axis (and so will be divided out by conjugation).

If one of the poles o(XxS2) does not lie on a configuration of the linkage, then
at the closest height to the pole at which there is an allowable configuration, it
once again is rigid (Fig. 5). The contribution to 9ia is a single point.

At any height between the extremes, the configurations (divided out by
rotations perpendicular to the z-axis) form a circle in 3fca (Fig. 6). Note that the
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FIG. 4

O{XX)

FIG. 5

a{XxX2X3)

FIG. 6
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only alternative would be for this configuration to be rigid. But that would give a
point in 9la, implying that 9la is not a manifold and contradicting Proposition 2.7.

This Morse function on 9la gives a 2-sphere component. It is conceivable that
there will be more than one connected component of 9t{Z) corresponding to our
given data, but each will be a 2-sphere. It thus follows from Theorem 4.2, using
Morse functions with critical points only of index 0 and 2, that the only non-zero
instanton chain groups are those of even grading. Thus the boundary operator is
trivial. We conjecture that this is true for any Seifert fibration.

CONJECTURE. Let 2 be a Seifert fibred homology three sphere and a: JC^S) —>
SU(2) a representation. Then the connected component containing a in £%(Z) has a
Morse function with critical points only of even indices.t

Consider now 2(2,3,5,7). We first list (Table 1) the conjugacy classes of
rotations which send some JC, to ±1. These representations have m = 3 in
Proposition 2.5 and so are isolated.

TABLE 1

(1, 0, 2, 2)

(1, 0, 2, 4)

(1, 0, 2, 6)

(1, 0, 4, 4)

(1, 2, 0, 2)

(1, 2, 0, 4)

(1, 2, 2, 0)

(1, 2, 4, 0)

(0, 2, 2, 2)

(0, 2, 2, 4)

(0, 2, 2, 6)
(0, 2, 4, 2)

(2, 2, 2, 2)

(2, 2, 2, 4)

(2, 2, 4, 4)
(2, 2, 4, 6)

e

249

309

369

393

305

365

329

413

284

344

404

368
74

134

218
278

K(e)(mod 8)

7

5

1

7

7

5

7

1

1

7

3
3

5

3

5
1

Grading

6

0
4

6

6

0

6

4

4

6

2
2

0

2

0
4

Next we list (Table 2) the representations which have 2-dimensional com-
ponents. As above, these can be seen to be 2-spheres. By Theorem 4.2, each will
contribute two generators to the instanton chain complex, one in dimension
—3 - R(e) and the other in dimension — 1 — R(e). Both numbers are listed in the
last column.

We count 28 generators for the chain complex. Since the Casson invariant
A(2) = 14, there are no 'hidden' components which we have missed. Thus
/*(Z(2, 3, 5, 7)) is free of rank 7 in even dimensions and is 0 in odd dimensions.

tThis conjecture has been proved recently by P. Kirk and E. Klassen, 'Representation spaces of
Seifert fibered homology spheres', preprint. See also S. Bauer and C. Okonek, 'The algebraic
geometry of representation spaces associated to Seifert fibered homology 3-spheres', preprint.
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(/„ h, h, U)

(1,2,2,2)
(1,2,2,4)
(1,2,2,6)
(1 ,2 ,4 ,2)
(1,2,4,4)

(1,2,4,6)

HOMOLOGY THREE SPHERES

TABLE 2

e

389

29
89
53

113
173

R{e) (mod 8)

3

1
5
5
3
7

Grading

2,4

4,6
0,2
0,2
2,4

6,0

133

5. An invariant for homology 3-spheres

The instanton homology of a homology 3-sphere 2 does not appear to carry
any homology cobordism information. For example, /*(2(2,3, 13)) =
/*(2(2, 3, 11)), but 2(2, 3, 13) can be shown to bound a contractible manifold and
2(2,3,11) does not bound any acyclic manifold (see [10]). However, it is the case
that the integral that appears in the computation of the instanton grading for a
flat connection (see (3.5)) carries some homology cobordism information, as we
shall now demonstrate.

Let 2 be an arbitrary homology 3-sphere and let £%(2) denote the space of
conjugacy classes of irreducible representations of 2 in SO(3). For a e S%(2) let

Tr(F^ A FA),

where A is an SO(3)-connection over 2 x R which is trivial near +°° and which is
the flat connection aa near — o°. Up to sign, this is the Chern-Simons invariant of
the connection aa and is well-defined as an element of R/4Z.

Noting that £%(2) is compact, define

r(2) = min{CS(a)\ a e 5$(2)} e [0, 4).

Explicit in the computations of the instanton homology of Brieskorn spheres
2(p, q, r) is the computation of TT(2(/?, q, r)). For, to each representation
a e £%(2(/?, q, r)) there is associated an Euler number e and CS(a) =
e2lpqr mod 4Z. Note that pqrx(Z{p, q, r)) e Z.

For example, for p and q relatively prime,

r(2(/7, q, pqk - 1)) = l/(pq(pqk - 1)),

for k 2s 1. One way to see this is to use the algorithm presented in § 2 and § 3
to find a representation with associated Euler number e = 1. A rather curious way
to see this is to consider the orbifold W which is the mapping cylinder of the orbit
map 2(p, q, pqk — 1)—»S2 and consider the moduli space M of asymptotically
trivial self-dual connections in the V-bundle E = Le © 1R over W, where e is the
generator of H2(W ;Z) = Z. Then dimM = R(e) = l (cf. [10]), so that (perhaps
after a compact perturbation) there is a component of M which is an arc with one
endpoint corresponding to the reducible self-dual connection. Because the energy
of a self-dual connection on E is l/(pq(pqk — 1)) which is less than 4, 4/p, 4/q,
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or 4/(pq(k — 1)), it follows that no sequence of self-dual connections on E can
converge to an instanton, either interior to W or at a cone point. Thus the
non-compact end of M consists of connections of the form B#PC as in [13, lc.l],
where C is a self-dual connection over Y = 2 x U which is asymptotically trivial
near +<» and tends asymptotically to a flat connection a,* at —», and where B is a
self-dual connection over W which tends asymptotically to aa. For any
asymptotically trivial connection A in E over W we have

(pq(pqk -1))
Then

1CS(oc, d) = ± j Tr(Fc A Fc)8x2)Y^^"^^(pq(pqk-l))>

so that CS(a, 0) = l/(pq(pqk - 1)).
Let ©" denote the group of oriented homology 3-spheres modulo the

equivalence relation of oriented homology cobordism. In [10] it is shown that if
R(p, q, r) = R(p, q,r;l)^l, then 2(p, q, r) has infinite order in B". (For the
background for this argument, and for those below, we refer the reader to [10].)

THEOREM 5.1. Let p and q be pairwise relatively prime integers. The collection
of homology 3-spheres {2(p, q, pqk -1)| k £= 1} is linearly independent over Z
in S".

Proof. Fix k 2s 2 and suppose that 2(/?, q, pqk - 1) = £y=i ny2(p, q, pqj - 1)
in 0f, where n, e Z and nk ̂  0. Then there is a cobordism Y between
H(p,q,pqk-1) and the disjoint union Wf=\njL(p, q, pqj - \) with Y having
the cohomology of a (1 + £ |ny|)-punctured 4-sphere. Now cap off the -nk

copies of — 2(p, q, pqk — 1) by adjoining to Y the positive definite canonical
resolutions Z bounded by — 2(p, q, pqk — 1). Let X be the resulting positive
definite 4-manifold. Let W denote the mapping cylinder of the orbit map
H(p,q,pqk — l)^>S2. Finally, let X = W U x(P,q,Pqk-i) X and consider the
SO(3)-Vr-bundle E = Le © M. over the positive definite orbifold X, where

e € H\X;Z) = H2(W ;Z) © ( © //2(Z ; Z))

is a generator of if2(W ;Z) = Z. For any asymptotically trivial connection A in E
over X we have

—s Tr(i^i A iv%) = e2/(pq(pqk - 1)) = \/{pq{pqk - 1)).

The moduli space M of asymptotically trivial self-dual connections in E has
dimension R(p, q, pqk — 1) = 1, so that (perhaps after a compact perturbation)
there is a component of M which is an arc with one endpoint corresponding to the
reducible self-dual connection. Then as in the argument above, the non-compact
end of M consists of connections of the form B#PC where C is self-dual
connection over Y = ± 2(p, q, pqj — 1) x U, for some j , which is asymptotically
trivial near +<» and is asymptotically a flat connection aa near — °°, and B is a
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self-dual connection over X which is asymptotically a flat connection at the ends
of X so that

However,

so that

a contradiction.

A Tr(FflAFfl)<0,

This theorem was originally proved by Furuta [14], using a similar technique.
Other non-cobordism relationships can be detected by the explicit computa-

tions of r(2(p, q, r)). For example, T(2(2, 3, 7)) = 25/42 and T ( - 2 ( 2 , 3, 7)) =
4 - 121/42 = 47/42. Thus, the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that 2(2, 3, 5) is not a
multiple of 2(2,3,7).

In Theorem 5.1 we have only used information that involves the integral term
of the computation of the instanton grading of a given flat connection a, i.e. only
involving CS(a, 6). More information can be obtained from the full computation.

For an arbitrary homology 3-sphere 2 and representation oc e 91(11) let I(a)
denote the formal dimension of the moduli space of self-dual connections C over
2 x IR that are asymptotically trivial near +°° and are asymptotically the flat
connection aa near — °° and such that

8JT J^XR
Tr(Fc A Fc) = CS(a) e [0, 4).

THEOREM 5.2. Suppose R(al}..., an)^\. If 2(fl1}..., an) is homology cobor-
dant to a homology 3-sphere 2, then

(1) T(£)^T(2(a1,...,fln)) = l/fl1...fln, and
(2) 1 ^I(oc) «sR{ax, •••,an) for some representation a e ^ ( 2 ) with

Furthermore, 2(fl1} ...,an) is not homology cobordant via a simply-connected
homology cobordism to any other 2.

Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 5.1 we obtain a reducible (asymptoti-
cally trivial) self-dual connection on the bundle E = Le © U over the union X of
the mapping cylinder W of 2(0!, ..., an) and the homology cobordism. Again let
M be the moduli space of asymptotically trivial self-dual connections on E. Any
asymptotically trivial connection A on E satisfies

ax...an
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This means, as above, that any non-compact ends of M are composed of
connections of the form B#pC where C is a self-dual connection over 2x |R
which is asymptotically trivial near + <» and is asymptotically a flat connection aa

near — °°, and B is a self-dual connection over X which tends asymptotically to aa.
It follows further that B is irreducible. Since dimM = R(au ...,an) is odd, we
may use the technique of [12] for cutting down the moduli space to find a
1-dimensional submanifold Jf of M which is non-compact and has one endpoint
corresponding to the reducible self-dual connection.

Now apply the proof of Theorem 5.1 to Jf to verify claim (1) and to show the
existence of a self-dual connection C o n S x R which is asymptotically trivial near
+ oo and is asymptotically some flat connection aa near - °°, for oc e $(2). This
implies that I(a) 2= 1 because of translational invariance in the IR-factor (cf. [13]).
The other inequality also follows from Theorem 5.1.

The last statement follows as in Proposition 1.7 of [16]. Let U be a
simply-connected homology cobordism from 2(a,,. . . , an) to 2, and let V be the
simply-connected homology cobordism from 2(ax, ...,an) to itself obtained by
doubling U along 2. We obtain a reducible (asymptotically trivial) self-dual
connection on the bundle E = Le 0 IR over the union X of the mapping cylinder
W of H(au ..., an) with infinitely many copies of V adjoined. Again let M be the
moduli space of asymptotically trivial self-dual connections on E. Now, since X
has a simply-connected end, M is compact [16]. As above, since 6imM =
/?(«!, ..., an) >0, we can cut down to obtain a compact moduli space with one
end point, a contradiction.

For example, r(2, 7, 15) = r(2, 3, 35) and R{2, 3, 35) = 1. However, for the
unique a in 9t(Z(2, 7,15)) with CS{a) = r(2(2, 7, 15)), I(a) = - 5, so that
2(2, 7,15) is not homology cobordant to 2(2, 3, 35). These and other homology
cobordism phenomena that are derived from the computations of instanton
homology groups will be discussed in a later manuscript.

6. Examples
In this section we list a few computations of instanton homology groups /, of

Brieskorn homology three spheres 2(/?, q, r). As shown in §3, /, is free over Z
and vanishes for odd /, so we denote the instanton homology 7*(2(/?, q, /•)) of

, q, r) as an ordered 4-tuple (/0, fx, f2,/3) where fi is the rank of /2,(2(/?, q, r)).

-x Kir + u\ / (i(* ^ !)> *(* ± 1), £(* T 1), i(* ± 1) for k odd,, 3, 6A: ± 1)) = \
H2*> 2", ik, \k) for k even;
^3k * 1 } ' ^3k ± 1}' ^3k T ^ ^ ± 1)) for k odd,
«(3*)f «3*), i(3*), *(3*)) for k even;

&3k ± 1 } ' l 2 ( 3 k ± 1}' ^3k ± 1}' "(3A: ± 1}) f o r k o d d '
{hOk ± 2), i(3ik)f «3/k ± 2), |(3ik)) for A: even;

3k T l' 3k ± h 3k * *> 3k ± V for k odd'

7^(2(2, 7, 14A; ± 3)) = (3A:, 3k ± 1, 3k, 3k ± 1);
/»(2(2, 7, 14A: ± 5)) = (3A: ± 1, 3k ± 1, 3A: ± 1, 3k ± 1);
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ft5k T V> ̂ 5k ± 1}' ̂ 5k T 1}' ̂ 5k ± 1)} for k odd'

I ( ( 3 ) ) for k ° d d '
Ui(5k-2),i(5k-2),i{5k-2),l(Sk-2)) for * even;

_ ((4A:' 4A: ± x> Ak> Ak ± X) f o r k o d d '7,(2(3, 5,15* ± 2)) - ( ( 4 ^ ± ^ 4k> Ak ± ^ 4 £ } for ^ e v e n

Added in proof, January 1990. The definition given just before the statement
of Theorem 5.2 is only correct for a non-degenerate representation <x. When a is
degenerate the correct definition is I (a) = dim M + ha, where dim M is the formal
dimension mentioned. Theorem 5.2 still holds. For further information see the
authors' forthcoming paper 'Invariants for homology 3-spheres'.
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